Dental Lighting

You are the most thorough and conscientious dentist in the world. You use color
mapping pads, digital imaging, 35mm photographs and sketches to make sure your
lab has a perfect facsimile of the tooth you’re matching. Your customer leaves your
office content but calls back the next day angry because the prosthetic tooth looks
like just that - a prosthetic tooth. What went wrong?
Well, if you’re not currently using Starlite® full-spectrum lighting in your office or lab,
it could be your lights.
Color IS reflected light. No matter what color-matching method you use, you need
the proper lighting. If the light is even slightly off, chances are your customer will
notice in their daily routine that something looks wrong and all of the hard work put
into sculpting and placing the bridge or crown will be wasted. Can you afford to
repeat this process? Can you afford to lose this customer?
Star Lighting Products® provides a kind of insurance for this problem. We make
light bulbs that replicate twelve noon sunlight almost perfectly. A color rendering
index measures how accurately the human eye can perceive
colors with a given light source. On this hundred point scale,
Star Lighting Products® Starlite® full-spectrum fluorescent
ranks 92 while standard fluorescent bulbs peak in the upper
sixties. No other fluorescent bulb on the market can even
come close to Starlite®.
It’s simple really. Part of your job is to accurately decipher
colors. Our job is to make lighting systems that allow you to do this. We just happen
to do our job better than anyone else.

Now Available!
Receive the benefits of full-spectrum Starlite® throughout your office with new

Spiralite compact fluorescent. True full-spectrum fluorescent lighting that screws
into a standard incandescent socket!

IN YOUR PRESENT FLUORESCENT FIXTURES…
STARLITE® - PROVIDES THE DENTIST WITH
VISUAL BENEFITS OF FULL-SPECTRUM NATURAL
LIGHT.
WHAT STARLITE® IS:

1. Starlite® is a full-spectrum, general-purpose fluorescent lamp that operates in conventional
fluorescent fixtures. It is the only fluorescent lamp that simulates the full color and ultraviolet
spectrum of daylight. At normal light levels, Starlite® provides illumination that simulates
suberythemal sunlight.
2. Starlite® is a high fidelity, white light source that gives a pleasing ambience to your
offices, reception rooms, laboratories, clinics, and operating rooms. You use it, as a direct
replacement, wherever you use ordinary fluorescent tubes. Starlite® is pleasing to work
under… pleasing to be under.
3. Starlite® aids visual discrimination of colors and surface textures

VISUAL BENEFITS OF STARLITE®:

1. Working under Starlite® is like working under equivalent levels of sunlight. Starlite®
blends with window light… or, where no window light is available, provides the perfect
substitute.
2. Starlite® reveals the subtle – yet critical – differences between whites and off-whites of
plastic and ceramic materials. It provides accurate first-time shade matching.

3. The proportioned near ultraviolet emitted by Starlite® reveals the fluorescence in natural
prosthetic teeth, enhancing the matching of the prosthesis with natural teeth.

4. Starlite® shows the soft and hard tissues of the oral cavity in their true colors.

IN DENTAL LABS…
36,000 USER-HOURS OF “NATURAL” LIGHT FOR POSITIVE, ACCURATE, SURE
SHADE-MATCHING!
Starlite™ is the only full-spectrum, general-purpose fluorescent lamp. It provides light that’s
daytime-true 24 hours a day for the most critical shade-matching tasks.
Ordinary artificial lights do not render the full spectrum; they exaggerate some colors and
distort others. People see better under Starlite® because Starlite® reveals detail and color
accurately. It is a beautiful all-purpose white light – a pleasing fluorescent tube that operates
in existing fixtures for complete lighting of offices, laboratories and wherever fluorescent
light is used. People like being under Starlite®.
Starlite® also emits near ultraviolet in the same proportion as natural outdoor light,
identifying the critical fluorescent differences in the whites and off-whites of plastics and
enamels. Tooth color, texture, and structure are revealed completely under Starlite®.

Starlite® Provides Dentists
With Visual Benefits of
Full-Spectrum Natural Light.

The benefits that dentists will receive from using full spectrum lighting are numerous. One of
the most important benefits is that full spectrum lights provide accurate first-time shade
matching. Starlite® reveals the subtle- yet critical- differences between whites and off whites
of plastic and ceramic materials. The proportioned near ultraviolet light emitted by Starlite®
reveals the fluorescence in natural prosthetic teeth, enhancing the matching of the prosthesis
with natural teeth. Starlite® also show the soft and hard tissues of the oral cavity in their true
colors.

Accomplishing the simplest tasks can be impossible for a dentist, without the right lighting.
Starlite® is the only full-spectrum, general-purpose fluorescent lamp. It provides light that is
daytime-true 24 hours a day to ensure the most critical shade-matching tasks. Ordinary
artificial lights do not render the full spectrum; they exaggerate some colors and distort others.
People see better under Starlite® because Starlite® reveals detail and color accurately. It is a
beautiful all-purpose white light: a pleasing fluorescent tube that operates in existing fixtures
for complete lighting of offices, laboratories, waiting rooms and wherever fluorescent lighting
is used. Starlite® also emits near ultraviolet in the same proportion as natural outdoor light,
completely revealing tooth color, texture and structure. If you are curious about the lights, try
them in a complete area and see how they affect everything from your color shading to

perception of minor detail. If you do not see a very real difference, send them back within 60
days for a full refund of the purchase price.

Product Watts:
Product Bases:
Product Notes: 1-800-392-3552

